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Counting Down the 40 Best TV Series of 2022:  #30-21  
By Steve Sternberg 

 

The last issue of The Sternberg Report started my countdown of 

the 40 best television series of 2022.  Some of these shows had 

their series finales in 2022, others just completed their first 

seasons, and still others are in the middle of potentially long runs.   

 

Some shows that I included last year did not make the cut this season, either because new series 

supplanted them or because the current season was not as good as those in previous years. 

 

As a reminder, #40-31 on my list are, Reacher (Prime Video), Star Trek: Strange New Worlds 

(Paramount+),  The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (Prime Video), The Gilded Age (HBO), Industry (HBO), 

Tehran (Apple TV+), Hacks (HBO Max), Abbott Elementary (ABC), The Offer (Paramount+), and 

Harley Quinn (HBO Max). 

 

Here are #30-21.  There are some spoilers ahead, but I tried not to reveal too much detail about key 

storylines. 

https://www.emazzanti.net/services/security-and-privacy/?utm_source=mediapost&utm_medium=pdfad&utm_campaign=cybersecurity
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Under the Banner of Heaven (Hulu 2022):  True-

crime miniseries based on the Jon Krakauer nonfiction book of the 

same name.  Andrew Garfield gives a remarkably nuanced 

performance as fictional Utah Detective Jeb Pyre, a devout 

Mormon investigating the brutal double murder of a young mother, Brenda Wright Lafferty (Daisy 

Edgar-Jones), and her 15-month old daughter.  In the course of his searching for the truth, he 

uncovers information about the origins of the Latter-day Saints (LDS) religion and how 

misinterpretations of its teachings leads to violent extremism.  He teams up with Native-American 

Paiute (and non-Mormon) Detective Bill Taba (Gil Birmingham), who has a completely different 

perspective on Mormonism based on his people’s troubled history with them.  The two versions of 

history they were taught are vastly different. 

 

This is a story that juxtaposes flashbacks into the origins and history of Mormonism, going back to its 

founding by Joseph Smith (Andrew Burnap), with a 1980s horror tale of twisted faith and radicalism 

among members of the prominent Mormon Lafferty family, known as “the Kennedy’s of Utah,” led by 

their patriarch, the authoritarian Ammon Lafferty (Christopher Heverfdahl).   

 

Brenda (Daisy Edgar-Jones) is the murdered woman who married into this seemingly peaceful but 

ultimately sinister family.  We first see Brenda, a Mormon who hails from the less conservative Idaho, 

in a flashback showing how she met the fundamentalist Lafferty family.  Her husband Allen Lafferty 

(Billy Howle) brings her to a family lunch, an idyllic outdoor setting where everything at first seems 

perfectly normal and friendly.  But Brenda’s progressive independence starts getting disapproving 
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glances from the male family members, particularly Ammon and his sons Ron (Sam Worthington) and 

Dan (Wyatt Russell), who expect women to be meek and subservient. 

 

Andrew Garfield’s reactions to events surrounding him add an intangible depth to the story.  When he 

is first called to the home where the mother and baby were murdered, we only see the mother’s body 

from a distance, and the child’s not at all (although there is blood everywhere).  His reactions and 

facial expressions as he slowly walks through the house and hesitates before going into the baby’s 

nursery, tells you all you need to know about the horrific scene.  Later on, as the LDS Church is 

unwilling to help in Pyre’s investigation, he realizes they consider protecting the Church’s reputation 

more important than protecting its congregants, you can almost see doubts seep into his thoughts 

about his faith and his community, which he had previously never questioned. 

 

Dan’s wife Matilda (Chloe Pirrie) and Ron’s wife Dianna (Denise Gough) believe they are in danger 

of being murdered as Brenda was, and attempt to escape from the Lafferty brothers, leading to a 

tension-filled season finale, as detectives Pyre and Taba close in on the brothers. 

 

Under the Banner of Heaven is a disturbing yet fascinating investigation of faith and how the same 

core beliefs can lead to serenity and peace for some, and violent fanaticism for others. 

 

 

 

 

Yellowstone (Paramount Network 2018- ): There’s a reason 

this is the highest rated scripted series on television.  It’s good – 

and fun and entertaining.  It harkens back to and modernizes two 

of the most popular TV genres from years past – westerns and 
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sprawling soap operas about rich and powerful families and their rich and powerful enemies.  And it 

brings the star power of Kevin Costner as John Dutton, a sixth-generation homesteader in Montana, 

whose family owns the largest contiguous ranch in the U.S.   

 

The Dutton’s are in constant conflict with corrupt politicians and land developers, as well as a Native 

American reservation on its border.  They can be as brutal as any gangsters when it comes to 

defending their turf and their family.  Despite considerable drama within their own family, they come 

together to fight off new bad guys that emerge each season.  As the series progresses, these battles 

become increasingly more dangerous. 

 

In addition to Kevin Costner, the excellent cast of main players includes: 

 

Kayce Dutton (Luke Grimes), John Dutton’s youngest son, who is a former Navy SEAL.  He initially 

lives on the local Native American reservation with his Native American wife (Kelsey Asbille) and their 

young son (Brecken Merrill) before eventually moving to the ranch.  He is often the moral center of 

the show, but he can be brutally ruthless and deadly when his family is in danger. 

 

Bathany Duttom (Kelly Reilly) is a financier and John Dutton’s only 

daughter.  She is a highly intelligent and a savvy businesswoman, but 

is also bitter and emotionally unstable.  She is extremely loyal to her 

father and will do whatever it takes to protect him and the ranch. 

 

Rip Wheeler (Cole Hauser) is the ranch foreman as well as John Dutton’s right-hand man and 

enforcer.  He is like a son to John Dutton, who took him in when he was a young runaway.  He has 

no qualms about dealing harshly with those who threaten the family or break the rules of the ranch.  

He and Bethany Dutton are in love and eventually get married.. 
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Jamie Dutton (Wes Bentley) is an attorney and aspiring politician, who eventually becomes attorney 

general.  Although loyal to his family, he is frustrated by their constantly belittling and not trusting him.  

He has an intense relationship with his sister Bethany, who hates him because of something that 

happened years ago.  In season 3, he discovers that he was adopted by the Duttons after his 

biological father (Will Patton) murdered his junkie mother and went to prison. 

 

Chief Thomas Rainwater (Gil Birmingham) is the nearby Native American tribal chief.  He is a smart 

and clever businessman who seeks to reclaim the Yellowstone ranch, land he considers stolen from 

the Native Americans who originally inhabited it.  He forms an uneasy alliance with John Dutton to 

fend off dangerous and violent forces that threaten both of their interests. 

 

The show is currently in its fifth season, remains the highest rated show on television, and will likely 

continue as long as Kevin Costner wants.  While some critics (and apparently Emmy voters) see this 

as having mostly conservative appeal, that is nonsense.  Just as many Democrats and liberals watch 

Yellowstone as Republicans and conservatives. 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Marvel (Disney+ 2022- ):  Kamala Khan/Ms. Marvel is a 

16-year-old Muslim Pakistani-American from Jersey City, N.J., who 

is a major fangirl of the Avengers and Captain Marvel.  After 

discovering a magical bangle (bracelet), she gains the ability to 

harness cosmic energy and create hard-light constructs.  Kamala Khan is the first Muslim character 

to headline her own Marvel comic book or television series (she made her first comic-book 

appearance in 2013).  This is the first new Disney+ Marvel series to not have a returning cinematic 
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character or be fronted by a well-known star – given that this is 20-year-old Iman Vellani’s first role, it 

is an extraordinary debut. 

 

In the first episode, we see that Kamala is a nerdy, pop-cultury teenager obsessed with The Avengers 

and Captain Marvel, as any teenager in the real world might be with music stars or other teen idols.  

She collects paraphernalia, she has pictures on the walls of her room illustrating past events from the 

Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU), and she is planning to go against her parents’ wishes and attend 

the first New Jersey AvengerCon – which seems based on the big real-life San Diego and New York 

Comic Cons.  It’s at this event where she first discovers her powers. 

 

This teenage superhero origin series is more family-oriented and wholesome than any other live-

action Marvel TV show.  It’s almost like Marvel’s version of Disney’s Hannah Montana – except it 

stars, as Kamala Khan herself says, “a brown girl from Jersey City.”  Disney’s recent move toward 

making the Marvel landscape more culturally diverse (see Black Panther, Shang-Chi and the Legend 

of the Ten Rings, The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, Moon Knight, and the upcoming Echo) has given 

representation to voices too often unseen and unheard in the broader cinematic universe.  Ms. Marvel 

is a worthy continuation of these efforts. 

 

Kamala Khan’s family was personally affected by the partition of India, 

something of which most  Western audiences might be unfamiliar.  In 

1947, after World War II, Britain announced that after almost two 

centuries of British rule, India would gain independence, but be partitioned into Muslim-majority 

Pakistan and Hindu-majority India.  Despite the fact that Muslims and Hindus lived together 

throughout the land, Britain claimed they were too different to be one country.  About 15 million people 

moved (or were forced to move), and anywhere from half a million to 2 million died in the chaos and 

violence that ensued.  As I did, anyone who wants to learn more about this can just head to Google. 
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This is one of the few Marvel TV series that might have benefited from more episodes.  Presenting 

an origin story and multiple character backstories, while still having to incorporate some superhero-

style battles, is a lot to squeeze into just six episodes. 

 

The main story revolves around enhanced beings known as the Clandestines, who claim to be Djinns 

(genies or spirits), exiled from their home Noor dimension.  Najma (Nimra Bucha), leader of the 

Clandestines will do anything to return home, and believes Kamala and her bangle are the keys to 

helping them.  Najma and her followers are trying to break the Veil of Noor, which separates her 

dimension from the human world, so they can expand and take over.  Najma’s son, Kamran (Rish 

Shah) tries to help Kamala.  

 

A Department of Damage Control (DODC) agent (Alysia Reiner) tramples on people’s rights when 

she marches in to search a mosque looking for Kamala and Kamran  – aside from having enhanced 

abilities, the only reason they are perceived as threats seems to be because they are Muslim teens.  

The only reason for the DODC to even be in the show seems to be to highlight the discrimination 

Muslim’s experience in this country every day, and to set up the finale fight scene displaying Kamala’s 

powers (and how far she has progressed since discovering them).   

 

In the comic book, Kamala gains shape-shifting powers (from her 

latent Inhuman DNA).  Here, her powers are different – although she 

does utter her catchphrase, “embiggen,” which enables her to grow in 

size and use her enlarged fist to fight the bad guys.   Her tech genius 

best friend Bruno (Matt Lintz), who has a crush on her, discovers a “mutation” in her genes that 

enables her to wield her powers.  This could be a prelude to introducing a new X-Men team into the 

MCU (Disney recently acquired the screen rights to these characters – it had previously been 

prohibited from using the word “mutant,” in a deal that originally gave Fox the use of all things related 

to the X-Men).   
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The show is diverse both in front of and behind the screen.  The series was created by Bishka K. Ali, 

a British-Pakistani.  Its star, Iman Vellani is a Canadian actress of Pakistani origin.  Yasmeen Fletcher, 

a Lebanese-American is Nakia Bahdir, Kamala’s close friend who runs for a position on the board of 

their mosque.  Zenobis Shroff, an Indian-American actress, is Kamala’s mother, Muneeba Khan.  

Mohan Kapur, a well-known Indian actor, is Kamala’s father, Yusuf Khan.  Other cast members 

include, Samina Ahmad as Kamala’s grandmother, who lives in Karachi, Pakistan, Mehwish Hayat as 

Aisha, Kamala’s great grandmother and original owner of the bangle, and Aramis Knight as Kareem, 

a member of the Red Daggers, a vigilante group that wears red bandanas and uses throwing knives 

(and fights the Clandestines). 

 

Kamala Khan/Ms. Marvel is going to appear in the feature film, The Marvels, a sequel of sorts to the 

2019 hit movie, Captain Marvel.  The movie will also include Carol Danvers/Captain Marvel (Brie 

Larson), Monica Rambeau (Teyonah Parris), and Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson). 

 

 

 

 

Only Murders in the Building (Hulu 2021- ): An 

inspired bit of casting has Selena Gomez join comedy icons, Steve 

Martin and Martin Short – three  strangers who live on different 

floors in the Arconia, an upscale Upper West Side co-op apartment 

building in New York City.  As the series opens, they see each other every day in the elevator, but 

never converse.  All three are obsessed with a true-crime podcast called All is Not OK in Oklahoma 

with Cinda Canning (Tina Fey). 
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Steve Martin plays Charles-Haden Savage, a once popular TV star of a fictional 1990s detective 

series called, Brazzos.  Martin Short portrays Oliver Putnam, a financially struggling Broadway 

director who hasn’t had a success in many years.  Selena Gomez is Mabel Mora, a young woman 

who lives in the building while renovating a refurbished unit for her aunt (apartments in the building 

are way too expensive for her to afford on her own).   

 

One day, as they are all listening to the same podcast, the building’s fire alarm goes off and everyone 

evacuates.  Charles notices a stranger in a hoodie going up the stairs rather than down  Charles, 

Oliver, and Mabel have assembled at a diner across the street, and over dinner, they realize they all 

listen to the same podcast.  They find out the evacuation was because of a death in the building.  

Their neighbor, Tim Kono (Julian Cihi), who they had just seen in the elevator, was found dead in his 

apartment.  The police quickly label Tim’s death a suicide, but our true-crime super-fans suspect foul 

play and decide to conduct their own investigation and start their own podcast titled, Only Murders in 

the Building.   

 

Both comedy and tragedy ensue as multiple suspects pile up and multiple secrets are revealed.  The 

humor gets a bit darker toward the end of the season as the killer is revealed.  Then there’s a new 

murder in the building, which sets the stage for season 2.  

 

Season 2 may be even better than the first season.  It begins in the 

aftermath of the season 1 finale, with our three heroes being suspects 

in the crime.  They are eventually exonerated and, of course, start their 

own investigation, reviving their podcast.  There are a number of side 

plots as well.  Rival true-crime podcaster Cinda Canning (Tina Fey) starts a new podcast called, Only 

Murderers in the Building, and casts new suspicion on Mabel.  Charles (Martin) is asked to reprise 

his TV role in a reboot of his 1990s detective series.  But this time, instead of playing the lead, he is 

the ailing uncle of the new detective Brazzos, a Black woman.  
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The cast includes: Jane Houdyshell as Bunny Folger, the iron-fisted Arconia board president (Shirley 

MacLaine plays her mysterious mother in season 2); Nathan Lane as Teddy Dimas, an Arconia 

resident, wealthy deli chain owner, and old friend and patron of Oliver – he becomes a key suspect 

in the season 1 murder; Amy Ryan as Jan Bellows a professional bassoonist and Arconia resident 

who starts dating Charles – there’s more to her than meets the eye;  Cara Delevinge as Alice Banks, 

Mabel’s love interest who works at an art gallery, and Adina Version as Poppy White, Cinda Canning’s 

determined but perpetually abused assistant.  

 

Sting and Amy Schumer have cameos as Arconia residents in season 1 and 2, respectively.  Jane 

Lynch has a funny recurring role as Charles’ TV show stunt double.  The series has been renewed 

for a third season. 

 

 

 

 

The Boys (Prime Video 2019- ):  What would happen in a 

world where superheroes are real, unaccountable, and can 

basically do whatever they want (such as accidentally kill ordinary 

citizens)?  And what if they work for a multibillion-dollar 

conglomerate (Vought International) that licenses their images and covers up their crimes?  In this 

dark comedy-drama, based on the comic book series, such a world exists, as members of a Justice 

League-type superhero group known as The Seven wreak havoc as they sometimes do but more 

often only pretend to do great deeds, often leaving destruction and death in their wake. 
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The only thing standing in their way is a vigilante group known as The Boys, which has been formed 

to try and expose these rogue “heroes.” 

 

Just because this show centers around superheroes (also known as supes), however, does not mean 

it’s for kids.  Scenes of graphic and implied violence and sex are prevalent throughout – particularly 

in the season 3 “Herogasm” episode (don’t ask).  But for adults, this is a surprisingly thoughtful take 

on the power of giant, faceless corporations in our society and how they can shape the news and 

public opinion – and sometimes can only be brought down by whistleblowers and vigilant activists.  It 

can also be seen as a commentary on how autocratic tyrants can gradually come to rule a public all 

too willing to be duped by big lies.   

 

Season 1 introduces several of the main characters, and reveals that Vought International is not 

actually company devoted to marketing heroes at all, but rather a pharmaceutical company 

responsible for creating the supes with something called Compound V.   

 

Antony Starr (Banshee) is Homelander, a warped version of 

Superman, and the most powerful (and most ruthless) member of The 

Seven, who leads through fear and intimidation.  Karl Urban is Billy 

Butcher, leader of the vigilante group sworn to bring down the “heroes.”  

Jack Quaid plays Hughie, a civilian tech expert who joins the Boys seeking revenge after the Seven’s 

speedster, A-Train (Jessie T. Usher), carelessly kills his girlfriend while racing down the street at high 

velocity.  Erin Moriarity is Annie January, aka Starlight, a Christian superhero, who joins Seven but 

turns on them after discovering their true character.  She becomes romantically involved with Hughie 

and eventually joins the Boys. 

 

In season 2, we meet Stormfront (Aya Cash) a new member of the Seven, with several powers, 

including the ability to shoot lightning from her hands – she is later revealed to secretly be Liberty, the 
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first supe ever created.  She is a former Nazi, alive for about 100 years, and is bigoted toward 

minorities and non-supes.  When confronted with evidence of her past, and that she is Vought founder 

and Nazi sympathizer Frederick Vought’s widow (and the first successful Compound V subject), she 

proclaims to the Boys, “People love what I have to say,  They believe in it.  They just don’t like the 

word ‘Nazi’.”  Her goal is to manipulate Homelander into teaming up with her to dominate the world.  

But even he balks at working with this monster.  When she battles several members of the Boys, she 

threatens Butcher’s wife, Becca, which causes her young son Ryan to intervene, demonstrating his 

overwhelming powers for the first time. 

 

In season 3, we are introduced to Soldier Boy (Jensen Ackles – best 

known for his years on Supernatural), the only supe with powers 

rivaling Homelander.  He is a legendary superhero with super strength, 

speed, and endurance, believed to have been killed by the Russians 

during the Cold War.  In reality, he was betrayed by Black Noir and his former team, and held captive 

by the Russians all these years.  As with today’s supes, most of his “heroic” acts were staged for 

public consumption.  He is back now, having apparently not aged a day, and is seeking revenge 

against those who betrayed him, caring little about collateral damage and the fate of innocent 

bystanders in his wake.  Soldier Boy makes a deal with Billy Butcher to help him defeat Homelander 

in exchange for help tracking down his enemies.  Things do not go exactly as planned.  

  

This latest season of The Boys provides a spot-on look at how divided America is.  The final sequence 

in the season finale is chilling, and reminiscent of the January 6th insurrection (and for those old 

enough to remember, maybe The Omen as well).  It’s been renewed for a fourth season. 
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The Old Man (FX, Hulu 2022-): Spy thriller based on the 

2017 Thomas Perry novel of the same name.  Jeff Bridges is 

compelling as Dan Chase, a highly trained former black ops CIA 

operative who has been living off the grid for 30 years.  When he 

kills an intruder who breaks into his home, he goes on the run and into hiding – “they found me” he 

tells his daughter Emily (who is living under a secret identity for her own protection).  Harold Harper 

(the always great John Lithgow), FBI Assistant Director for Counter-Intelligence, with whom Chase 

has a complicated past,  is assigned to track him down and bring him in.  He is assisted by his protégé, 

Angela Adams (Alia Shawkat), who is secretly connected to Chase – exactly how unfolds over the 

first few episodes. 

 

During the 1980s, Dan Chase was a feared and brutal CIA assassin working to undermine the Soviet 

Union in Afghanistan (Bill Heck who bears an uncanny resemblance to Bridges plays a young Dan 

Chase).  He was like a ghost, never seen by the enemies he eventually slaughtered.  His nickname 

was “the Beast who eats everything.”  He winds up falling in love with the wife of an Afghan warlord 

Faraz Hamzad (Pej Vahdat) he is working with, and betrays him and the CIA by helping her escape 

to the U.S. with him.  They take on assumed names and disappear, building a life together with their 

young daughter.  Years later, Faraz (Navid Negahban), now powerful, feared, and virtually 

untouchable, seeks revenge on Chase. 
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The current older version of Dan Chase might be a bit rusty, but he has not lost any of his survival 

instincts or fighting skills, which are on display in several intense, well-choreographed combat 

sequences.  He also has two Rottweilers, who spring into action whenever their master is attacked.   

 

When the government discovers where he is and sends a hitman, 

Julian Carson (Gbanga Akinnagbe), to his home, he manages to 

escape and goes into hiding.  He rents a room from a lonely divorcee, 

Zoe McDonald (Amy Brenneman).  But this puts her in danger, so she 

is forced to accompany him when he has to go on the run again.  The highly trained Carson continues 

to pursue Chase, which put him and Zoe in even greater jeopardy.  

 

What otherwise might have been a generic spy thriller is elevated to something much more exciting 

by the stellar cast.  Jeff Bridges’ age (and acting chops) makes his tortured, flawed, and seemingly 

gentle (but brutally efficient) anti-hero a compelling character.  John Lithgow has perfected an air of 

tension and menace, which are on full display here.  And the emotional depth of his conflict – should 

he help Chase or kill him – will keep you guessing.  Alia Shawkat manages to hold her own with the 

two award-winning veterans, as FBI agent Angela Adams.  While Harper (Lithgow) has been her 

mentor at the FBI, she also has a deep connection to Chase (Bridges), of which Harper is not initially 

aware.  The always good Amy Brenneman brings a world-weary, fuck-it-let’s-go attitude to the role of 

Zoe, and seems well matched for her new partner.   

 

Overall, the series was much better than I expected – it moves at a brisk pace and is thoroughly 

entertaining.  It’s been renewed for another season. 
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The Flight Attendant (HBO Max 2020-2022): The first 

season of this comedy-thriller opens with alcoholic flight attendant 

Cassandra “Cassie” Bowden (Kaley Cuoco) waking up in a 

Bangkok hotel, hungover with a dead man in her bed and no 

memory of what happened.  It turns out she had one of her many a one-night stands with a passenger 

she met on her international flight, Alex Sokolov (Michael Huisman), who is now lying next to her with 

his throat slashed.  If this sounds like a forgettable B-movie plot, and nothing we haven’t seen 

variations of many times before, it does seem headed in that direction.  But in the hands of Kaley 

Cuoco, who executive produced (along with Greg Berlanti), it’s much more, and sets the stage for an 

intriguing mystery.   

 

Afraid to call the police, Cassie cleans up the crime scene and joins the rest of her flight crew on the 

plane back to New York City.  As the police and FBI start to investigate, and she tries to piece together 

what happened, she experiences alcohol-induced flashbacks and hallucinations where she has 

“conversations” with the murdered Alex.  She starts to remember there was a third person with her 

and Alex the night he was killed (one of his female business associates).  For much of the season, 

Cassie gets into and out of danger as she investigates, gradually putting together pieces of the puzzle. 

 

This is Kaley Cuoco’s first project since she played Penny for 12 years on The Big Bang Theory, and 

her acting chops (which may surprise some) are on full display here.  I haven’t seen the dangers and 

effects of alcoholism displayed in such a visually compelling fashion (without being too preachy).  
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Cassie’s wide-eyed look of panic is used for both comic and dramatic effect.  While there are some 

plot holes, the show moves along so briskly that you don’t really notice.  It is often genuinely thrilling.   

 

Season 2 is just as good, maybe better.  Cassie is now (kind of)  sober and an occasional CIA asset.  

On an overseas assignment she becomes entangled in another murder mystery, and discovers there 

is a woman impersonating her and implicating her in various crimes, including murder.  The series 

takes her from Los Angeles to Berlin, to Reykjavik as a far-reaching conspiracy unfolds.   

 

When confronted by particularly stressful or dangerous situations,  we 

are taken to what Kaley Cuoco calls Cassie’s “mind palace,” where she 

hallucinates past (and one future) versions of herself, all giving her 

conflicting advice on how to proceed.  It’s an expansion of the visions 

and conversations she has with the murder victim in the first season.  

It’s a uniquely fascinating way to show her inner turmoil and how her past experiences and trauma 

influence her current actions (and how she sometimes overcomes them). 

 

The supporting cast is excellent, most notably, Zosia Mamet as Annie Mouradian, a lawyer and 

Cassie’s friend, who helps her as best she can, Rosie Perez as Megan Briscoe, Cassie’s friend and 

team flight lead (who has secrets of her own), Deniz Akdeniz as Max, Annie’s boyfriend and a hacker 

who helps Cassie, and T.R. Knight as Davey, Cassie’s older brother, with whom she has a 

complicated relationship. 

 

Despite being designed as a limited series, its popularity led to a second season.  There are no current 

plans for a third, but you never know. 
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Slow Horses (Apple TV+ 2022-): Based on Mick Herron’s 

2010 novel of the same name.  British MI5 agents who screw up, 

are exiled to Slough House, an administrative purgatory, where 

drudgery and paperwork are the tasks of the day.  Known derisively 

as “slow horses,” these outcasts report to the notorious Jackson Lamb (played with relish by Gary 

Oldman).  Seemingly past his prime, slovenly, borderline alcoholic, and contemptuous of those he is 

forced to oversee, Lamb’s acerbic and obnoxious demeanor belie the keen mind of a legendary 

intelligence officer.   

 

The newest member of Slough House, River Cartwright (Jack Lowden), is an up-and-coming MI5 

agent who was set up by a rival to publicly fail during a training exercise.  He joins a motley crew of 

agents who were deposited there because of either embarrassing failures or bad luck.  When properly 

motivated, however, they are a surprisingly talented group.   

 

They cast includes, Catherine Standish (Saskia Reeves), Slough House’s administrator, a recovering 

alcoholic, Sid Baker (Olivia Cooke), a competent agent inexplicably assigned to Slough House, Min 

Harper (Dustin Demri-Burns), assigned here because he accidentally left a top-secret disk on a train, 

Louisa Guy (Rosalind Eleazar), who wound up here after an operation went badly, Struan Loy (Paul 

Higgins), assigned to Slough House after sending an inappropriate work email, and Roddy Ho 

(Christopher Chung), a brilliant computer expert and hacker, apparently assigned to Slough House 

because he’s so obnoxious no one else wants to work with him. 
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When MI5’s Deputy Director-General Diana Taverner (a perfectly cast Kristen Scott Thomas) tries to 

blame Slough House for a failed MI5 false-flag operation that results in potential disaster, the slow 

horses spring (or trot) into action in an effort to uncover the truth and save themselves in the process. 

 

Part taut conspiracy thriller, part workplace comedy, the sharp writing and Gary Oldman’s terrific 

performance make Slow Horses completely enjoyable and entertaining.  At just six episodes, which 

is all they needed to tell the story, there’s no broadcasty filler, and it’s perfect for bingeing.  It has been 

renewed for three more seasons.  

 

 

 

 

House of the Dragon (HBO 2022- ): Based on George 

R. R. Martin’s Fire and Blood, this Game of Thrones prequel is set 

about 200 years before the events in that HBO mega hit and 172 

years before the birth of Daenerys Targaryen – when the Targaryen 

dynasty is at the peak of its power on Westeros, with their rule 

virtually unopposed.  In a sense they are this world’s lone superpower, as many of the family members 

have their own nuclear weapons (in the form of Dragons).  The series covers the period leading up to 

and including the Targaryen civil war of succession, known as the “Dance of the Dragons.” 

 

When the ailing King Viserys I Targaryen (Paddy Considine) names his daughter and dragonrider, 

Princess Rhaenyra Targaryen (young Princess - Milly Alcock / older Princess/Queen - Emma D’Arcy) 

heir apparent, despite no women ever ruling the Seven Kingdoms, it sets in motion fierce in-fighting 

among family and the Royal Court.  
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As a Game of Thrones fan, I didn’t expect to like this prequel, and the 

history of the Targaryens would probably not have been what I’d have 

chosen to delve into.  But I was pleasantly surprised at how well 

everything works.  While the first season’s 10 episodes are necessarily 

something of a slow burn – introducing so many new players and using 

time jumps to go from young to grown-up versions of some central characters – the world building is 

quite impressive.  There is plenty of family intrigue, gory violence, sex, romance, deception, betrayal, 

and numerous male and female platinum blondes (so we know they are Daenerys Tagaryen’s 

ancestors).  While I can’t say this is going to become another Game of Thrones, the first season of 

House of the Dragon is actually on par (maybe better) than the first season of Thrones. 

 

The large ensemble cast would fill several pages, so here are just a few of the main players: 

 

Matt Smith 1s Prince Daemon Tergaryen, the younger brother of King Viserys and uncle/husband of 

Princess Rhaenyra (a lot of in-breeding back then).  He is a fierce warrior and experienced 

dragonrider, known as the “Rogue Prince” because of his unpredictable behavior. 

 

Olivia Cooke is Queen Alicent Hightower (Emily Carey portrays young Lady/Queen Alicent in the first 

few episodes).  She is Princess Rhaenyra Targaryen’s childhood companion and best friend.  When 

Rhanyra’s father, King Viserys chooses Alicent as his second wife and queen consort, it drives a 

wedge between the two young women. 

 

Rhys Ifans is Ser Otto Hightower, Alicent’s father and Hand of King Viserys.  When his daughter 

becomes Queen, he starts plotting to put her first-born son Aegon on the Iron Throne, instead of 

Rhaenyra.  Ty Tennant is the young Prince Aegon, later portrayed by Tom Glynn-Carney.  Aegon is 

a dragonrider known for his hedonism and depravity. 
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Steve Toussant is Lord Corlys Velaryon, head of one of the most powerful (and wealthiest) families 

in the Seven Kingdoms. 

 

 

 

 

The Walking Dead (AMC 2010-2022): The eleventh and 

final season of this groundbreaking monster hit deserves to be on 

this list not only because of how great the series once was, but 

because after a couple of lackluster seasons when three of its central and most popular characters, 

Rick Grimes (Andrew Lincoln), Carl Grimes (Chandler Riggs), and Michonne (Danai Gurira), 

departed, the show is back to being genuinely thrilling (which may be partly a function of knowing the 

show is coming to an end).  At the same time, knowing that certain fan favorites (although not all) will 

survive (since there have been a few announced spin-offs) adds a level of comfort. 

 

There has been a certain amount of repetitiveness over the course of the series, which I guess is 

inevitable when you’re telling the story of a zombie apocalypse.  Rick, Daryl, Carol, and crew have 

encountered several other groups of survivors who have formed their own communities with their own 

laws and morals, often seeing any outsiders as threats.  Sometimes they appear friendly at first, 

sometimes they’re evil from the get go.  But they always underestimate our heroes, who invariably 

manage to come out on top. 

 

The Walking Dead is the only show ever on television where a dozen or so central characters were 

killed (often in gruesome fashion), and new characters introduced that ended up being among the 

most popular.  Many of the key characters, who now seem like original cast members, didn’t join the 
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show until season 5 or later.  In fact, only Norman Reedus (Daryl) and Melissa McBride (Carol) remain 

from the first season. 

 

Until Yellowstone’s debut, The Walking Dead spent several years as the highest rated scripted series 

on television.  Though its popularity (and quality) has waned a bit over the past few years, its final 

season is a spectacular ending to one of the premier series of the past decade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


